Cluster Course Lists for Organizational Studies Major

Notes for Cluster Requirement:
- 7 total Cluster courses are required: 2 courses from Cluster A, 2 from Cluster B, and 3 from any Cluster (A, B, or C)
- At least 2 of the 7 Cluster courses must be ORGSTUDY courses
- Only 2 of the 7 Cluster courses may be 200-level courses (ORGSTUDY 200-level courses do not count for the major)

CLUSTER A - Orgs and Individuals (2 courses min req, 6 credits min)
Cluster A courses are those that focus mainly on questions and topics concerning the organized behavior of individuals or the behavior of individuals in organizations. Cluster A classes are broader in scope than Cluster C courses below, and are typically upper level offerings in the LSA curriculum. These courses may address the relations of individuals to larger social structures such as the family or formal organizations, but their concern with these larger structures will typically remain the impact thereof on individual psychology or individual behavior. Most psychology courses concerned with organizations and organized behavior will fall in this cluster, as will some courses in political science, anthropology, communications, and economics. Sociology courses rarely fall in this cluster.

AAS 420/Anthrcul 347 Race and Ethnicity
Anthrcul 330 Culture, Thought, and Meaning
Anthrcul 347/AAS 420 Race and Ethnicity
Anthrcul/Ling 370 Lang & Discr: Lang as Soc Stmnt
Anthrcul/Ling 374 Language and Culture
Cmplxsys 270 Agent-Based Modeling
Econ 401 Intermediate Microeconomic Theory
Environ/Psych 360 Behavior and Environment
Environ/Orgstudy 418 Ldrshp & Environ Stwrdshp (A or B)
Ling/Anthrcul 370 Lang & Discr: Lang as Soc Stmnt
Ling/Anthrcul 374 Language and Culture
Mkt 313 Consumer Behavior
Orgstudy 405 Negotiations (also offered as Psy 388)
Orgstudy 415 Networking (A or B)
Orgstudy/Environ 418 Ldrshp & Environ Stwrdshp (A or B)
Orgstudy 490 Adv Research Team (cluster may vary)
Orgstudy 495 Special Topics Org Stds (cluster may vary)
Psych 280 Social Psychology
Psych 353 Social Development
Psych/Environ 360 Behavior and Environment
Psych 388 Negotiations (also offered as Orgstudy 405)
Psych 393 Political Psychology
Psych 395 Organizational Psychology
Psych 449 Decision Processes
Psych 467 Current Topics in Organizational Psych

CLUSTER B - Organizations and Society (2 courses min req, 6 credits min)
Cluster B courses are those that focus mainly on questions and topics concerning the organization of social groups (e.g., ethnic groups), historical processes (e.g., the rise of capitalism), and/or medium to large social structures (e.g., corporations, national governments, or global governing bodies). They are broader in scope than Cluster C courses below, and are typically upper level offerings in the LSA curriculum. Although Cluster B courses may at times address the impact of such larger structures and processes on individual behavior or may include attention to particular individuals from U.S. or world history, the primary concern of Cluster B courses is with questions about how social groups, historical processes, and social structures emerge, remain stable, and/or change. Most sociology, political science, and history courses will fall in this cluster, as will some economics and anthropology courses.

AAS/Soc 303 Race and Ethnic Relations
Amcult 345 American Politics & Society
Amcult 399 Race, Racism and Ethnicity
Amcult/Soc 221 Social Inequality
Anthrcul/Ling 272 Language in Society
Anthrcul 331 Kinship, Soc Org, and Society
Cmplxs/Soc 260 Social Dynamics
Cmplxs/Soc 391 Modeling Pol Processes
Comm 327 Media Economics
Comm 371 Media, Culture and Society
Comm 421 Media Law and Policy
Econ 320 Survey of Labor Econ
Econ 330 American Industries
Econ 402 Macroeconomics
Econ 421 Labor Economics
Econ 422 The Structure of Labor Mkts
Econ 431 Industrial Org and Performance
Econ 432 Gov Regulation of Industry
English 319 Literature and Social Change
Environ/Orgstudy 418 Ldrshp & Environ Stwrdshp (A or B)
Ling/Anthrcul 272 Language in Society
Orgstudy 415 Networking (A or B)
Orgstudy/Environ 418 Ldrshp & Environ Stwrdshp (A or B)
Orgstudy 420 Non-profit Organizations
Orgstudy 425 Interest Group Politics
Orgstudy 490 Adv Research Team (cluster may vary)
Orgstudy 495 Special Topics Org Stds (cluster may vary)
Polsci 301 Development of Political Thought
Polsci 311 American Political Process
Polsci 314 American Political Parties
Polsci 363 International Organization & Integration
Polsci/Cmplxs 391 Modeling Pol Processes
PPE 300 Intro to Political Economy
PubPol 422 Congress and State Legislatures
Soc/Amcult 221 Social Inequality
Soc 250 Politics, Power, and Society
Soc/Cmplxs 260 Social Dynamics
Soc/AAS 303 Race and Ethnic Relations
Soc 305 Intro to Sociological Theory
Soc 315 Economic Sociology
Soc 461 Social Movements
Strategy 411 Corporation in Society

**CLUSTER C - Interest Cluster** (up to 3 courses may count for major)

Cluster C courses in the Organizational Studies curriculum are intended to allow majors to pursue their curriculum pathway interests in a more specialized way. Cluster C courses should have an organizational theme and can be of either the macro or micro variety, but are almost always more narrow and focused in their content. Cluster C courses can and do often come from a variety of departments both in LSA and in various University of Michigan schools and colleges.

AAS 418/Polsci 324 Black Americans & Pol System
AAS 450 Law, Race, and Hist Process I
AAS 451 Law, Race, and Hist Process II
Acc 301 Principles of Accounting II
Acc 471 Accounting Principles
Amcult 341/History 343 Rise of the Corporation
Anthrcul 439 Econ Anthro and Development
BA/History 476 American Business History
BL 305 Legal Environ of Business
BL 306 Legal Aspects of Mgmt & Finance
Cmplxs/Soc 260 Social Dynamics
Environ/PubPol 250 Soc Sys, Energy & Pub Pol
Comm/Polsci 329 Media and Political Behvr
Econ 310 Money and Banking
Econ 340 International Economics
Econ 370/Environ 375 Envir & Resource Economics
Econ 398 Strategy
Econ 481 Government Expenditures
Environ 361/Psych 362 Psych of Env Stewardship
Environ 365 International Environmental Policy
Environ 367 Global Enterprise & Sustainable Devlpmnt
Environ 370/UP 423 Intro to Urban & Environ Planning
Environ 375/Econ 370 Envir & Resource Economics
Environ 449 Org Theory & Change
Environ 475 Environmental Law
ES 395 Entrepreneurial Management
Fin 302 Making Financial Decisions
History 343/Amcult 341 Rise of the Corporation
History/BA 476 American Business History
Mkt 300 Marketing Management I
MO 302 Leading People & Organizations
MO 321 Leadership in Organizations
MO 324 Managing Professional Relationships
MO 414 Managing Change
MO 415 Intro to Managing Human Capital
Orgstudy 395 Current Issues Org Stds (cluster may vary)
Polsci 324/AAS 418 Black Americans & Pol System
Polsci/Comm 329 Media and Political Behvr
Polsci 369 Politics of Internatl Econ Relations
Polsci 486 Pub Opinion, Politi Particip, Pressure Grps
Psych 314 Positivie Psychology
Psych 356 Educational Psychology
Psych 362/Environ 361 Psych of Env Stewardship
PubHlth 300 Behvrl & Soc Sci Foundtn for Hlth Profssns
PubHlth 350 Global Public Health
PubPol 201 Systematic Thinking
PubPol 423 Political Campaign Strategy
RCSSCI 315 International Grassroots Development
RCSSCI 365 Excellence, Equity, and Politics of Educ
RCSSCI 461/Soc 489 Organizing: People, Power & Chng
SM 332 Organizational Behavior in Sports Orgs
Soc 354 Law and Society
Soc/Womenstd 447 Sociology of Gender
Soc 458 Sociology of Education
Soc/WS 465/Psych 488 Soc Analysis of Deviant Behavior
Soc 475 Intro to Medical Sociology
Soc 489/RCSSCI 461 Organizing: People, Power & Chng
Strategy 310 Global Competitive Business Environ
Strategy 492 Dynmc Capabilities through Corp Devlpmnt
Thtremus 385 Perform Arts Mgmt
TO 302 Managing Business Operations
UP 423/Environ 370 Intro to Urban & Environ Planning
Womenstd/Soc 447 Sociology of Gender
Womenstd/Soc 465/Psych 488 Soc Analysis Devnt Bhvrr